
 
 
Dear friends of Spielmarkt Potsdam, 

we are all still under the influence of the Corona pandemic. The restrictions shape our social and 
private lives, and many of us are also affected economically. With regard to the date of the 2021 
Spielmarkt, decisions have now become necessary, and despite all hopes and wishes, it cannot be 
planned in the usual way with several thousand people on the island of Hermannswerder. But here is 
the good news: Spielmarkt Potsdam 2021 will take place! The preparation team is currently busy 
organizing a decentralized event, for the coming year exceptionally, and we would like to invite you 
to participate and to be a part of the program! 

 
The planned format 2021 

A decentralized and diverse Spielmarkt means that analogue, hybrid and/or digital offers should be 
organized and carried out independently by you as (play) pedagogical specialists at as many locations 
as possible. We are looking forward to all facets that make up Spielmarkt Potsdam: workshops, play 
actions, performances, presentations, expert talks... A few characteristics of Spielmarkt 2021 will help 
to illustrate the overall format: 

- All program offers will take place on the scheduled dates of Friday, 30 April and Saturday,  
1 May 2021 at your location as analogue events or online via the Internet.  

- The Spielmarkt team will unite all program items and advertise them on a specially created 
website - separated according to digital or analogue offerings, and also according to the 
regions in which offerings take place. 

- The Spielmarkt team will be happy to advise you on professional and technical questions. As 
far as our resources allow, we are happy to provide support. 

- The decentralized offers are your responsibility as regional designers. You know best what you 
would like to realize and what you are able to do: a real workshop on your premises, a video 
conference, a digital seminar, an outdoor play event... 

- For a common experience, an online framework program is being developed, in which as many 
interested people as possible should participate. At these times (e.g. joint opening on Friday 
morning, cultural program on Friday evenings, closing on Saturday evening) there should be 
no parallel program. 

- To make clear that all the individual activities belong together as a decentralized Spielmarkt, 
the regional designers will receive Spielmarkt banners and T-shirts. 

- Offers in close proximity to each other should be presented as regional program items (e.g. 
South Tyrol, Austria, Berlin/Brandenburg...or similar). Within the Spielmarkt team there will 
be contact persons for the individual regions. 

 
We know that this vague image still has many shortfalls, requires indulgence and will not be able to 
replace the colourful, lively hustle and bustle on the island of Hermannswerder. But who, if not us, can 
meet the current challenge in a creative, playful and constructive way? Join in and contribute to the 
design of the upcoming Spielmarkt. We are looking forward to your offers! 

 

The topic: It´s your turn! - playfully supporting transitions 

With this Spielmarkt topic, which was already decided upon in 2019, we have also chosen a focus that 
is still relevant regarding the challenges and crises in the context of the Corona pandemic. We 



 
 
therefore invite you to develop offers on this topic. A topic text for preparation will soon be available 
on our website.  

 
 

What do you have to do, to be part of Spielmarkt 2021? 

First of all, you should think about whether you want to contribute an analogue or digital program. 

 

Digital offers 

They have the advantage that many people can participate even from a distance. If possible, plan to 
use a platform with which many people have gained experience, especially in 2020 (e.g. Zoom, MS-
Teams or similar). Make a clear distinction between participatory (e.g. workshops, expert discussion 
with audience participation) or more receptive formats (e.g. lecture without discussion, theatre play, 
presentation of a project or game). Playful offers with a less pedagogical background, such as a digital 
scavenger hunt, are also possible. For each planned digital offer please send us the filled out form 
"Registration digital offer". 

For digital offers we can usually offer to pay a compensation of 60 to 100 Euro. 

 
Analogue offers 

With these, there is a risk that legal requirements at the end of April/beginning of May will make it 
impossible to implement them. The smaller and more precisely planned these offers are, the greater 
are the chances of realization. We ask for your understanding that Spielmarkt Potsdam cannot be the 
organizer for analogue offers. Questions ranging from hygiene concepts to the question of whether 
admission to an event can be charged, are to be clarified and answered at the respective locations. 
However, we are happy about all events that are developed with Spielmarkt Potsdam in mind. Here, 
too, we are happy to receive offers related to the annual topic. We are happy to include analogue 
offers or offers that are to be transmitted digitally in whole or in part (hybrid) in the online program. 
Please send us the form "Registration for analogue offer" for each offer.  

The Spielmarkt is bound by the guidelines of various funding agencies. Therefore, no promises of 
financial support can be given here. Please contact us individually. 

 
We hope to hereby provide you with a few impressions of the upcoming Spielmarkt and to have 
awakened your desire to participate. For further questions please do not hesitate to contact us.  

To submit a program offer, please select the appropriate Excel list (for an analogue or digital offer), fill 
out the file and send that Excel list by e-mail to: info@spielmarkt-potsdam.de 

The closing date for applications to participate in Spielmarkt 2021 is January 20, 2021. 

Stay healthy and playfully active, 

with best regards on behalf of the entire Spielmarkt team     Martin Lorenz 

 


